Metascience considers published academic books for review in the following areas:

- Philosophy of Science
- History of Science
- Philosophy
- Social Studies of Science
- History and Philosophy of Technology

Metascience publishes reviews by invitation. Unsolicited manuscripts will not be considered. However, the editors are happy to consider proposals for book reviews and especially for re-appraisals of classic books in all areas of interest of the journal.

All relevant correspondence should be addressed to the editors: K. Brad Wray & Luciano Boschiero at:

kbwray@css.au.dk
l.boschiero@campion.edu.au

Please note the following when submitting:

- All manuscripts should be written in English
- Reviews should be sent in Word format only.
- No Footnotes
- No Rhetorical Questions
- No Contractions
- Please use unnumbered headings (if required)
- Please use Chicago-style (name-year) citations
- Please use double inverted commas for all quoted passages from a book being reviewed, with the page number(s) in brackets following the quotations
- Please use single inverted commas for ‘scare quotes’

Please provide:

- A brief title for the review
- For the book: name of author; full title; publisher, place(s) of publication, year of publication; number of pages; hard-back or paper-back, price in appropriate currency
- Name, full affiliation and address of the reviewer, including e-mail address
Citation and References

Cite references in the text by name and year in parentheses. Some examples:

- Negotiation research spans many disciplines (Thompson 1990).
- This result was later contradicted by Becker and Seligman (1996).
- This effect has been widely studied (Abbott 1991; Barakat et al. 1995; Kelso and Smith 1998; Medvec et al. 1993).

Reference list

The list of references should only include works that are cited in the text and that have been published or accepted for publication. Personal communications and unpublished works should only be mentioned in the text. Do not use footnotes or endnotes as a substitute for a reference list. Reference list entries should be alphabetized by the last names of the first author of each work.

- **Journal article:**

- **Article by DOI:**

- **Book:**

- **Book chapter:**

- **Online document:**

Journal names and book titles should be italicized.
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K. Brad Wray & Luciano Boschiero at:
kbwray@css.au.dk
lboschiero@campion.edu.au